Each year, the American Bar Association recognizes the achievements of individual law students. Several law students from Brigham Young University earned national awards from the ABA this year.

The ALI-ABA Scholarship and Leadership Award, presented to a third-year law student, went to Sarah Campbell.

The ABA-BNA Award for Excellence Program for Patent Law went to Sarah Savage. The ABA-BNA Award for Excellence Program for Copyright, Trademarks, and Trade Secrets went to Bart A. Seeley and Blake Tierney.

The ABA Section of State and Local Government Award went to Tracy Scholfield.

The Utah State bar, Division of Litigation, Linda Anderson Trial Advocacy Competition Award went to Ryan Anderson and Matthias Cicotte for Champion. Brady Brammer and Megan Welch were both awarded runner-up.

The American Bankruptcy Institute Medal of Excellence went to Gil Bradshaw.